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Abstract
Mining aligned natural language (NL) and pro-001
gramming language (PL) pairs is a critical task002
to NL-PL understanding. Existing methods003
applied specialized hand-crafted features or004
separately-trained models for each PL. How-005
ever, they usually suffered from low trans-006
ferability across multiple PLs, especially for007
niche PLs with less annotated data. Fortu-008
nately, a Stack Overflow answer post is es-009
sentially a sequence of text and code blocks010
and its global textual context can provide PL-011
agnostic supplementary information. In this012
paper, we propose a Sequence Labeling based013
Question Answering (SLQA) method to mine014
NL-PL pairs in a PL-agnostic manner. In015
particular, we propose to apply the BIO tag-016
ging scheme instead of the conventional binary017
scheme to mine the code solutions which are018
often composed of multiple blocks of a post.019
Experiments on current single-PL single-block020
benchmarks and a manually-labeled cross-PL021
multi-block benchmark demonstrate the effec-022
tiveness and transferability of SLQA. We fur-023
ther present a large-scale parallel NL-PL cor-024
pus named Lang2Code automatically mined025
with SLQA, which contains over 1.4M pairs026
on six PLs, for further NL-PL research.027

1 Introduction028

Recent years, a new suite of developer assistance029

tools based on natural language processing (NLP)030

have started to burgeon, such as code retrieval (Alla-031

manis et al., 2015; Wei and Ch, 2015; Husain et al.,032

2020), code summarization (Allamanis et al., 2016;033

Iyer et al., 2016) and code synthesis (Locascio et al.,034

2016; Desai et al., 2016; Quirk et al., 2015; Yin035

and Neubig, 2017; Clement et al., 2020). Since036

data-driven methods have shown great promise on037

these tasks (Yin et al., 2018), high-quality parallel038

natural language (NL) and programming language039

(PL) corpora have gradually become essential re-040

sources, making NL-PL pair mining a critical task041

for these downstream applications.042

Assigning date sequences to pandas groupby groups

Given

And

n = 5 # Number of days.

Start by repeating each of the DataFrame rows by the number of 
days.

df = pd.DataFrame(df.values.repeat(n, axis=0), \
columns=df.columns)

days = pd.Series([pd.DateOffset(days=x) \
for x in df.groupby([‘shop’, ‘item_id’]).cumcount()])

df[‘date’] = days + pd.to_datetime(‘2015-1-1’)
print(df)

Now let’s use groupby , cumcount and some timedelta arithmetic 
with pd.DateOffset :

df
shop item_id

0 Toy    ball
1 Toy    book

Question Title
Text Block

Code Block

Figure 1: An example of a Stack Overflow answer post,
which contains a NL title and a sequence of text and
code blocks. The solution of this post consists of the
last two code blocks.

Existing methods acquired the aligned NL- 043

PL pairs through handcrafting specialized fea- 044

tures (Iyer et al., 2016; Yin et al., 2018) or training 045

separate models (Yao et al., 2018) for each PL. For 046

example, Yin et al. (2018) proposed to combine 047

PL-specific handcrafted rules with neural network 048

models. Yao et al. (2018) proposed to incorporate 049

the local textual context around code blocks and 050

train separate models for Python and SQL data. 051

However, these methods are highly dependent on 052

large amounts of single-PL training data for each 053

PL, making it difficult to directly migrate them to 054

niche PLs that lack training data. 055

Fortunately, we observe that a Stack Overflow 056

(SO) answer post is essentially a sequence of text 057

and code blocks. The global textual context of 058

the post can provide PL-agnostic supplementary 059

information for mining correct code blocks corre- 060

sponding to the post’s NL title. For example, in 061
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Figure 1, even if we remove the content of the code062

blocks, the remaining PL-agnostic context “Given063

C1 and C2, start by ... C3, now let’s use ... C4”064

still can help identify C3 and C4 as the correct065

solution. This is quite similar to a question answer-066

ing task (Rajpurkar et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018),067

which aims to identify the correct answer of the068

given question from a textual context.069

Inspired by the above observations, we propose070

a Sequence Labeling based Question Answering071

(SLQA) method to mine NL-PL pairs in a PL-072

agnostic manner. We first tokenize the text and073

code blocks of a post with a PL-independent to-074

kenizer, which eliminates the characteristics of075

the PL itself. Then we feed the title and the con-076

verted content into a sequence tagger. The tagger077

assigns a label to each code-block token to indi-078

cate whether it belongs to the answer. Moreover,079

we observe that many solutions provided by SO080

posts are composed of multiple code blocks inter-081

spersed with some explanatory text, as shown in082

Figure 1. Therefore, we propose to apply the BIO083

tagging scheme (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995) to084

predict multiple code blocks as answers instead of085

the binary scheme as in (Yao et al., 2018).086

The main contribution of this paper are:087

• We propose the SLQA method to mine NL-PL088

pairs in a PL-agnostic manner.089

• We propose to apply the BIO tagging scheme090

instead of the previous binary scheme to mine091

code solutions composed of multiple blocks.092

• We conduct experiments on the current single-093

PL single-block benchmarks and a manually-094

annotated cross-PL multi-block benchmark,095

and the results demonstrate the effectiveness096

and transferability of our method.097

• We further present a automatically-mined par-098

allel NL-PL corpus Lang2Code containing099

over 1.4M aligned pairs on six PLs.100

2 Related Work101

2.1 NL-PL Pair Mining102

Existing methods for mining NL-PL pairs first pro-103

posed to utilize the function’s code-documentation104

pairs because they are naturally aligned and can be105

automatically mined from sources like GitHub. For106

example, Husain et al. (2020) proposed the Code-107

SearchNet corpus by collecting function-level doc-108

umentations on the GitHub. Clement et al. (2020)109

proposed to translate documentation strings to110

Python codes with transformers (Vaswani et al., 111

2017). Feng et al. (2020) proposed the CodeBERT 112

model which is pre-trained with function-docstring 113

pairs. However, language used in documentations 114

is fundamentally different from the general natu- 115

ral language. A function’s documentation is often 116

written by the same author of the code and there- 117

fore does not differ much from the code’s vocabu- 118

lary (Husain et al., 2020). 119

To address this issue, subsequent work focused 120

on mining NL-PL pairs from linguistically richer 121

but unstructured code forums from sources like SO. 122

For example, Iyer et al. (2016) proposed a neural 123

network to generate code summaries with posts that 124

has only one code block. Yin et al. (2018) proposed 125

to extract structured features to explore Python and 126

Java forums and present the automatically mined 127

CoNaLa corpus. Yao et al. (2018) proposed a bi- 128

view hierarchical neural network and present the 129

StaQC dataset. However, existing methods usu- 130

ally required heavy PL-specific feature engineer- 131

ing or heavy PL-specific data annotations. This 132

poses great challenges for directly migrating them 133

across multiple PLs, especially for niche PLs which 134

lack annotated data. To overcome these drawbacks, 135

we propose a PL-agnostic way to predict multiple 136

code blocks as a solution. We treat the code con- 137

tents as natural language and tokenize all the text 138

and code blocks with a PL-independent tokenizer, 139

which eliminates the specific characteristics of the 140

PLs. Then our model identifies the correct solu- 141

tion(s) of the question by understanding the global 142

PL-agnostic textual context of the post. 143

2.2 NL Context Understanding 144

Recent progress of NLP techniques provided effec- 145

tive QA methods for comprehending query-related 146

NL context. For example, Seo et al. (2017) pro- 147

posed a BiDAF model to capture interactions be- 148

tween contexts and queries. Devlin et al. (2019) 149

and Liu et al. (2019) showed improved QA perfor- 150

mance using pre-trained language models. How- 151

ever, these conventional QA model usually pre- 152

dicted only one contiguous answer span and are 153

not suitable for answers consisting of consecutive 154

code blocks interspersed with text blocks. In com- 155

parison, we propose to address this issue with the 156

sequence labeling mechanism (Lample et al., 2016). 157

We assign a BIO tag (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995) 158

to each code block to indicate whether it belongs 159

to the solution of the question title. 160
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Figure 2: The overall framework of SLQA and two variants: SLQA-text and SLQA-code. The SLQA-code
and SLQA models use code block contents as input. However, the codes are tokenized with the same Byte-Pair
Encoding (BPE) (Gage, 1994) tokenizer as the NL context. This means that these two models are still PL-agnostic.

3 Preliminaries161

In this section, we provide a task definition and162

describe how we annotated a cross-PL multi-block163

dataset for model development.164

3.1 Task Overview165

Given a Stack Overflow question title and its an-166

swer post accepted by the questioner, we aim at167

identifying all potential consecutive code blocks168

in the accepted answer that can solve the question.169

The solutions may contain one single code block or170

multiple code blocks interspersed with texts. Fol-171

lowing Yao et al. (2018), we focus on "how-to-do-172

it" questions in SO, because their answer posts are173

more likely to contain complete code solutions.174

3.2 Manual Annotation175

We first collected questions of six PLs from Stack176

Overflow’s raw data dump1: Python, Java, SQL, R,177

Git and Bash. Then we manually selected how-to178

questions by three annotators. We kept the ques-179

1https://archive.org/details/stackexchange

tions with accepted answers, and for each question 180

we only kept its title and the accepted answer post 181

following (Yao et al., 2018). Next, we annotated 182

the standalone code blocks2 in the accepted answer 183

with BIO tags. Specifically, we use the follow- 184

ing annotation protocol: (1) non-solution blocks 185

are labeled as "Outside (O)"; (2) single-block solu- 186

tions are labeled as "Begin (B)"; (3) for multi-block 187

solutions, the first code block is labeled as "B" 188

and all subsequent ones are labeled as "Inside (I)". 189

This protocol was determined by three annotators 190

through annotating a unified set of sample data and 191

running five iterations of pilot study. The average 192

Cohen’s kappa of the final iteration is around 0.785. 193

Finally, all data were exclusively divided to the 194

three annotators for annotation. 195

4 Our Approach 196

The overall framework of our Sequence Labeling 197

based Question Answering (SLQA) approach is 198

2We ignored in-line code blocks as our pilot annotation
study found that standalone blocks cover most of the solutions.
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shown in Figure 2. First, we introduce the intuition199

in Section 4.1. Then we introduce the tokenizer200

and the token aggregator in Section 4.2. Finally we201

introduce the sequence tagger in Section 4.3.202

4.1 Intuition203

Assuming that an answer post has a question ti-204

tle Q and a sequence of text and code blocks:205

{T1,C1,T2,C2...TN ,CN}, where T1:N and C1:N206

denote the text and code blocks, respectively. On207

one hand, we observe that the global textual context208

of T1:N can provide PL-independent information209

to identify the solution. For example, in Figure210

1, the words "Given" and "And" of the first two211

text blocks {T1,T2} strongly indicate {C1,C2} as212

prerequisites. Then the keywords "Start by" and213

"Now" of {T3,T4} suggest that C3 and C4 are the214

actual solution of the post.215

On the other hand, the contents of the code216

blocks are intuitively informative. However, previ-217

ous work utilized PL-specific parsers to pre-process218

the code (Yao et al., 2018), which is not suitable219

for cross-PL transfer learning. To overcome this220

drawback, our full model SLQA incorporates code221

contents by treating the code contents as natural222

language and using a unified PL-agnostic tokenizer223

(Section 4.2) to process all text and code blocks.224

Surprisingly, we also discover that even without225

looking at the contents of all the code blocks, the226

remaining textual context “Given C1 and C2, start227

by ... C3, now let’s use ... C4” still can help identify228

the solution. Therefore, we propose a pure-text229

variant of SLQA, denoted as SLQA-text. Then230

another pure-code variant SLQA-code is naturally231

proposed, which is useful to investigate the effects232

of text and code separately, as shown in Figure 2.233

4.2 Tokenizer and Token Aggregator234

Given an answer post, we first use a unified to-235

kenizer to tokenize the question title, the text236

blocks, and the code blocks. However, the variance237

of different PL’s keyword sets and the flexibility238

of the variables’ names may lead to a large but239

sparse vocabulary. We apply a Byte-Pair Encoding240

(BPE) (Gage, 1994) tokenizer to all blocks to alle-241

viate data sparsity following (Liu et al., 2019). We242

denote the output token sequences of Ti, Ci and Q243

as the italic symbols Ti, Ci and Q, respectively.244

Then we aggregate the above tokens to construct245

the sequence tagger’s input (Figure 2). First, we246

put T1:N and C1:N after Q by the order of appear-247

ance. Then, we insert two kinds of special tokens248

to the whole sequence: (1) insert [SEP] after Q 249

to separate questions and contents (Devlin et al., 250

2019); (2) insert[CB] and [/CB] around each Ci 251

to distinguish codes from texts. For SLQA-code, 252

we remove all text tokens T∗. For SLQA-text, we 253

remove all code tokens C∗ and [/CB]s, and left 254

[CB]s as placeholders of code blocks. 255

4.3 Sequence Taggers 256

Inspired by previous QA methods (Devlin et al., 257

2019; Liu et al., 2019), we use a pre-trained lan- 258

guage model to encode the input token sequence, 259

such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) in our model. 260

We use its last hidden states hS
1:M as the token 261

representations of the input sequence. However, 262

conventional QA models only predict the begin 263

and end positions of a contiguous token span as 264

the correct answer, thus failed to predict multiple 265

code blocks interspersed with texts. For example, 266

in Figure 2, the answer tokens C3 and C4 are non- 267

contiguous because the token span is cut off by T4 268

in the middle. To address this issue, we propose 269

to apply the sequence labeling method for answer 270

prediction. We predict a BIO tag for each [CB] 271

token to find multiple consecutive code blocks as 272

the solution, as shown in Figure 2. Formally, we 273

use a softmax classifier to predict the tag for the 274

i-th block (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}): 275

p(yi) = softmax(WhS
mi

+ b)

tagi = arg max
k∈{B,I,O}

p(yi = k) (1) 276

where (W,b) are parameters of the classifier, mi 277

denotes the position of the i-th [CB] token. We 278

train our model with a cross-entropy loss: 279

L = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

log p(yi = ŷi) (2) 280

where ŷmi denotes the gold tag of the i-th block. 281

Note that Yao et al. (2018) also proposed to cap- 282

ture textual context for this task. Our model essen- 283

tially differs from theirs in that we apply a BIO tag- 284

ging scheme to find multi-block solutions, whereas 285

their binary scheme could only find single-block 286

solutions. Moreover, we model the post content 287

as a whole sequence and capture its global textual 288

context, while their methods only incorporated the 289

local textual context around the code blocks. We 290

show that the global textual context provides more 291

information than the local context in Section 5.4. 292
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5 Experiments293

5.1 Datasets294

We evaluate our methods on two datasets, which295

are referred to as StaQC-human and Lang2Code-296

human respectively in the following sections.297

5.1.1 StaQC-human298

StaQC (Yao et al., 2018) consists of 4,883 Python299

and 3,637 SQL manually annotated question-code300

(QC) pairs. Each code block is annotated with 0301

or 1 to indicate whether it solves the correspond-302

ing question. This means that StaQC discards303

all multi-block joint solutions. The original train-304

ing, validation and test sets are split at the code305

block level and therefore not applicable to our306

post-level approach. Moreover, two consecutive307

code blocks from the same post may be placed308

into different subsets. Since they share the same309

text block between them, this placement may cause310

potential data leakage. Therefore, we reassemble311

the code blocks into posts and randomly split the312

fully-annotated posts into new training, validation313

and test sets. Then we transform the {1, 0} labels314

into {B,O} tags. We denote the new single-block315

dataset as StaQC-human. Table 1 shows the statis-316

tics of the single-block StaQC-human dataset.317

5.1.2 Lang2Code-human318

We construct the Lang2Code-human dataset with319

our manually-annotated data (Section 3.2). We320

focused on Python as the primary PL. The Python321

posts are used as the training, validation sets and322

part of the test set. They contain both randomly-323

sampled and hits-weighted sampled data to jointly324

represent the distributions of all SO posts and the325

popular ones. Posts of other five PLs (Java, SQL, R,326

Git, Bash) are randomly sampled and used as the327

Subset Lang. #Post
#Block

Single Non.

Train Python 1,139 1,354 1,592
Valid Python 142 181 197
Test Python 143 164 204

Train SQL 1,056 1,632 1,016
Valid SQL 132 201 124
Test SQL 133 190 135

Table 1: Statistics of the StaQC-human dataset. Non.
stands for non-solution blocks.

Subset Lang. #Post
#Block

Single Multi. Non.

Train Python 1,058 1,328 423 1,131

Valid Python 132 185 58 140

Test

Python 133 178 44 149
Java 53 47 68 23
SQL 70 91 33 60
R 80 88 44 84
Git 75 63 107 41
Bash 69 87 63 55

Table 2: Statistics of the Lang2Code-human dataset.
Multi. stands for code blocks that form multi-block so-
lutions, and Non. stands for non-solution blocks.

test set for cross-PL performance benchmarking. 328

The statistics of the multi-block Lang2Code-human 329

dataset is shown in Table 2. 330

5.2 Experimental Settings 331

We tune the hyper-parameters on the validation sets 332

with earlystopping patience of 5. We load the pre- 333

trained RoBERTa-Large parameters3 and fine-tune 334

them during training. We use the Adam (Kingma 335

and Ba, 2014) optimizer to train our model with the 336

learning rate of 10−5 and 500 warmup steps. We set 337

the weight decay to 0.01. We report the precision, 338

recall and F1 scores of the predict solutions on both 339

datasets. We also report the accuracy on StaQC- 340

human because of its binary labels. We train our 341

model for five times with different random seeds 342

and report the average scores. 343

5.3 Baselines 344

We compare our model with the following base- 345

lines: (1) Select-All and Select-First are two com- 346

monly used heuristics (Yao et al., 2018). Select-All 347

treats all code blocks in a post as standalone so- 348

lutions, i.e., all code blocks are labelled as "B". 349

Select-First only chooses the first code block as 350

the standalone solution, which is equivalent to la- 351

beling the first code block as "B" and the rest as 352

"O". (2) BiV-HNN (Yao et al., 2018) learns the 353

semantic representation of a code block from to- 354

ken level to block level and incorporates the local 355

textual context around each code block. It has two 356

main variants, Text-HNN and Code-HNN, which 357

discard code content and textual context, respec- 358

tively. Although StaQC contains data of two PLs, 359

3https://huggingface.co/roberta-large
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Method
Python SQL

Train Prec. Rec. F1. Acc. Train Prec. Rec. F1. Acc.

Select-First Python 64.3 56.1 60.0 66.6 SQL 73.7 51.3 60.5 60.6
Select-All Python 44.6 100 61.7 44.6 SQL 58.8 100 74.0 58.8
Text-HNN Python 71.7 79.5 75.4 76.8 SQL 76.5 86.6 81.2 76.5
Code-HNN Python 71.7 77.8 74.6 76.4 SQL 75.3 88.8 81.5 76.3
BiV-HNN Python 76.2 83.8 79.6 81.0 SQL 83.2 96.0 89.1 86.1
BiV-RoBERTa Python 75.8 76.1 74.7 77.7 SQL 82.9 91.1 86.6 83.4
SLQA-text Python 78.5 86.0 82.0 83.0 SQL 86.3 94.0 90.0 87.7
SLQA-code Python 72.8 87.0 79.1 79.1 SQL 84.2 89.0 86.5 83.5
SLQA Python 85.3 90.2 87.6 88.4 SQL 85.2 97.7 91.0 88.4

SLQA-text† SQL 74.6 90.1 81.6 81.9 Python 88.0 82.8 85.2 83.1
SLQA-code† SQL 84.5 24.3 37.3 63.6 Python 77.3 80.1 78.3 74.0
SLQA† SQL 79.5 82.3 80.9 82.3 Python 90.4 88.3 89.2 87.2

Table 3: Performance of SLQA and previous method on StaQC-human’s Python and SQL test sets. The best scores
are in bold and the second-best scores are underlined. † denotes cross-PL performance.

QT1 C1
* T2

BiV-HNN

O

C1

Code Normalization

BiV-RoBERTa

O

Q [SEP] T1 C1 [/CB] T2[CB]

Figure 3: The overall framework of BiV-HNN and BiV-
RoBERTa. BiV-HNN is a GRU based model that takes
normalized code as input, where as BiV-RoBERTa is a
transformer based model takes raw code as input.

these models are not available for cross-PL experi-360

ments because they used PL-specific vocabularies.361

Since StaQC-human is re-split at the post level,362

we re-train BiV-HNN and its variants on StaQC-363

human with the official implementation and report364

the post-level scores. (3) BiV-RoBERTa is similar365

to Biv-HNN, but use the RoBERTa instead of the366

HNN to capture the code contents and local textual367

context, as shown in Figure 3.368

5.4 StaQC-human Results369

We conduct experiments on StaQC-human Python370

dataset and report the results in Table 3, from which371

we have the following observations:372

Single-PL: (1) SLQA significantly outperforms 373

previous Select-First, Select-All and BiV-HNN 374

methods. It indicates that our model can effectively 375

capture global textual context and code contents 376

and improve the performance. (2) SLQA outper- 377

forms the BiV-RoBERTa model. The two models 378

use the same RoBERTa encoder, the only difference 379

is that SLQA uses global contextual information 380

while the other uses local contextual information. It 381

indicates the effectiveness of the global textual con- 382

text for NL-PL understanding. Additionally, BiV- 383

RoBERTa performs worse than BiV-HNN. It shows 384

that the PL-specific code normalization (Figure 3) 385

provides major contribution to the performance. 386

SLQA performs even better than BiV-HNN with- 387

out code normalization, which indicates that the im- 388

provements come primarily from the global textual 389

context rather than the pre-trained RoBERTa. (3) 390

SLQA-text also outperforms the BiV-HNN model. 391

Since SLQA-text have no access to the code con- 392

tents but still brings improvements, this result fur- 393

ther demonstrates the effectiveness of our method 394

to capture global textual information. 395

Cross-PL: (1) SLQA-text achieves comparable 396

results to the single-PL BiV-HNN model. It indi- 397

cates that the global textual context provides PL- 398

agnostic supplementary information and allows for 399

transfer learning across different PLs. (2) SLQA- 400

code performs well on Single-PL task but poorly 401

on Cross-PL task, even worse than the heuristic 402

baselines on the Python test set. It validates the im- 403

portance of textual information to cross-PL transfer 404
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Method
F1

Python Java SQL R Git Bash

Select-First 49.8 37.5 40.2 45.2 30.2 41.3
Select-All 63.4 44.1 63.7 54.5 41.1 55.9

SLQA-text 69.7 53.8 70.0 64.0 55.4 65.8
SLQA-code 70.6 50.0 59.8 64.7 48.0 61.5
SLQA 75.7 62.9 76.1 66.5 58.7 70.1

Table 4: Performance of SLQA and heuristics on Lang2Code-human test set, including all the six PLs. The best
scores are in bold and the second-best scores are underlined. Our models are trained on Python training set and
evaluated on the 6 test sets to examine the transfer learning ability.

learning. (3) Cross-PL SLQA outperforms single-405

PL BiV-HNN and achieves comparable results to406

single-PL SLQA-text. It indicates that our model407

can effectively incorporate the code contents and408

textual context in a PL-agnostic manner and im-409

prove the cross-PL transfer learning performance.410

5.5 Lang2Code-human Results411

We present the experimental results on the cross-PL412

multi-block Lang2Code dataset in Table 4. We can413

observe that: (1) The SLQA scores on the Python414

test set are significantly lower than StaQC-human’s415

single-PL scores. It demonstrate that predicting416

multi-block solutions is a more challenging task417

than predicting single-block solutions. (2) SLQA-418

code performs poorly on cross-PL learning except419

for Python-to-R learning. It indicates that only420

focusing code contents is not effective enough for421

cross-PL learning because the language style varies422

greatly between different PLs, unless the two PLs423

have similar styles like Python and R. (3) SLQA-424

text significantly outperforms heuristic methods. It425

indicates that the global textual context can pro-426

vide critical PL-agnostic information to identify427

the correct solution from an SO post. Our model428

effectively captures the global textual context and429

improve the performance of cross-PL transfer learn-430

ing. (4) The full SLQA model significantly outper-431

forms both the variants and the heuristics. It indi-432

cates that SLQA effectively captures global textual433

context and code contents of a post and allows for434

reliable transfer learning across multiple PLs.435

6 Lang2Code: An automatically mined436

NL-PL pairs dataset437

In this section, we describe how to automati-438

cally mine NL-PL pairs with SLQA and obtain439

Lang2Code, a large-scale parallel NL-PL dataset.440

Manual labeling  
How-to

Training Data

Training Data

p = 0.9

p = 0.3 

Binary how-to 
classifier

Manual labeling 
BIO tags

SLQA Model

0.5 0.4 0.1

0.1 0.1 0.8

0.2 0.6 0.2

B I O 

Dataset of NL-PL 
pairs

PL:
list2.extend(list1)

NL: 
Take the content of 
a list and append it 

another list

How-to likelihood: 0.9

BIO likelihood: {B: 0.8}

p = 0.7 

B

I

O

Figure 4: The overall pipeline of automatically con-
structing the Lang2Code dataset.

The overall pipeline is shown in Figure 4. 441

In Section 3.2, we obtained 2,351 manually an- 442

notated tags from Lang2Code for the six languages, 443

concomitant with these tags are also binary labels 444

indicating whether the question is a How-to ques- 445

tion. Using this data, we fine-tuned BERT 4 to 446

train a binary classifier, obtaining 87.4% precision, 447

89.0% recall and 89.9% f1 score. 448

Next we used this classifier with a threshold of 449

0.5 to filter Stack Overflow posts pertaining to the 450

six PLs we annotated in Section 3.2. We filtered 451

1,000,888 single-block answer posts and 799,104 452

multi-block answer posts and kept 540,352 and 453

676,128 how-to questions respectively. 454

After that, for single-block answer posts, we 455

follow previous work (Iyer et al., 2016; Yin et al., 456

2018; Yao et al., 2018) to treat the only code block 457

as the solution to the question title. And thus we 458

can have a NL-PL pair out of each single-code 459

4https://huggingface.co/bert-base-cased
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Lang. #Pairs
#Solutions #Blocks

Single Multi. Single Multi.

Python 572,587 537,768 34,819 537,768 81,574
Java 322,731 295,920 26,811 295,920 62,487
SQL 234,939 226,548 8,391 226,548 19,040
R 195,685 181,862 13,823 181,862 33,229
Git 27,470 24,164 3,306 24,164 8,549
Bash 45,099 43,104 1,995 43,104 4,801

Total 1,398,511 1,309,366 89,145 1,309,366 209,680

Table 5: The statistics of Lang2Code. #Solution Multi. refers to the number of NL-PL pairs that PL consists of
multiple code blocks. #Blocks Multi. refers to the total number of code blocks combined in those NL-PL pairs
that consist of multiple code blocks.

How do I list all local tracking 
branches not pushed in git?

URL: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/59792278

git fetch

git branch -vv | grep origin/

*master 083378cc35 [origin/master]…
xyz    8dbdf339cd …

git rev-list --count --left-right …

B:0.63
I:0.72

B:0.47

Solution 1

Solution 2

O:0.88

H:0.94

Figure 5: An illustration of the Lang2Code Corpus.
From a SO post, two solutions corresponding to the
question title were obtained, resulting in two NL-PL
pairs. In the corpus, both the how-to likelihood and the
BIO likelihoods are included.

answer posts. And for posts contain multiple code460

blocks, we applied SLQA trained on Lang2Code-461

human to the question answer pair and assigned462

BIO tags to every code blocks.463

As discussed in Section 3.2, using BIO tags we464

can segregate multiple code-block solutions as the465

ones with "B" followed by one or more "I" tags,466

whereas single code-block solutions are ones with467

just a "B" tag followed by "O" tags or is the last468

code block. We pair each code-block solution with469

the question title to construct an NL-PL pair. For470

example, in figure 5, We use Solution 1 and Solu-471

tion 2 to pair with the question title separately to 472

obtain two NL-PL pairs. 473

With this approach, we have mined 858,159 NL- 474

PL pairs from multi-code answer posts, together 475

with the NL-PL pairs obtained from single-code 476

answer posts, making a total of 1,398,511 NL-PL 477

pairs in total. To the best of our knowledge, this is 478

the largest NL-PL corpus mined from Stack Over- 479

flow so far, and the first corpus containing code so- 480

lutions that are composed of multiple code blocks. 481

We name this corpus Lang2Code, and display its 482

statistics in table 5. We will in the future publish 483

the Lang2Code corpus and open source all related 484

code for future research. 485

7 Conclusion 486

In this paper, we propose a Sequence Labeling 487

based Question Answering (SLQA) approach to 488

construct NL-PL pairs in a PL-agnostic way. We 489

propose a model that can produce multiple code 490

blocks as solutions of a post’s question, which 491

is achieved by using BIO sequence tagging. We 492

also propose to incorporate the global textual con- 493

text as PL-independent supplementary informa- 494

tion. To validate the capacity of our method, we 495

manually annotate a challenging cross-PL multi- 496

block dataset, named Lang2Code-human. Sub- 497

stantial experiments on the single-PL single-block 498

StaQC-human and our Lang2Code-human bench- 499

marks demonstrate the effectiveness and cross-PL 500

transferability of our method. Finally, we present 501

Lang2Code, the largest-to-date NL-PL corpus to 502

the best of our knowledge, containing over 1.4 mil- 503

lion pairs spanning six PLs. 504
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